
BENEFITS

•  Deeply conditions hair and scalp

•  Softens and detangles  
for easy combing

•  Lightweight, doesn’t weigh  
hair down

•  Fortifies hair and protects  
against breakage

•  Supports the repair of split  
ends and smoothes frizzy hair

•  Made with the finest  
plant-based extracts
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RECOMMENDATION 
After shampooing with Kandesn® Shampoo, apply liberally and allow hair to absorb 
nutrients for 3 to 5 minutes. Rinse.

FAQS 
Q:  Why should I choose this conditioner over others? 
A:   Kandesn® Conditioner’s superior formula helps you comb through hair 

effortlessly after shampooing. Our enriching formula fortifies hair, preparing 
it for styling and taming flyaways and frizz. It’s formulated with wheat protein, 
keratin, and specially developed amino acids to help rebuild and protect hair 
from breakage. Free of harsh synthetic agents that can irritate the scalp, the 
gentle, scalp-nourishing formula conditions without weighing hair down. 

INGREDIENT HIGHLIGHTS
TOCOPHERYL ACETATE 
A very stable form of vitamin E, this antioxidant can reduce the formation of 
free radicals and provide an extra layer of protection against UV rays. It’s able to 
penetrate the hair shaft, improving shine and fullness.

ROSEMARY LEAF 
This essential oil soothes and conditions dry, flaky scalps. Rosemary has also been 
used traditionally to support hair growth and follicle strength.

AVOCADO OIL 
This natural oil moisturizes dry, brittle, and damaged hair and contains many 
nutrients, such as vitamins A, B, D, E, protein, amino acids, and folic acid, which 
support hair growth.

PHILOSOPHY OF REGENERATION®

Our balanced approach to hair care combines cutting-edge science with the wisdom 
of the Philosophy of Regeneration®, which advocates nourishing, cleansing, and 
balancing the hair and scalp with the finest plant-based ingredients. We use select 
herbal extracts, botanicals, and therapeutic oils from around the world, which are 
carefully formulated to create products that are supremely safe and effective. 

THE ULTIMATE TANGLE TAMER
Treat your tresses to luxurious, deeply hydrating, and remarkably restorative 
Kandesn® Conditioner. Infused with extra hydrating and beautifying botanicals 
like aloe vera, vegetable-derived squalane, and avocado oil, this formula leaves hair 
silky smooth and enables easy combing after shampooing. The perfect partner to 
Kandesn® Shampoo, it’s a match made in hair heaven. 
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